We discuss possible integer linear programming formulations of a class of partitioning problems, which includes vertex (and edge) coloring and bin packing, and present some basic properties of the associated linear programming relaxations, possibly improved by means of valid inequalities. In particular, we show that these relaxations are sometimes easily solved without resorting to an LP solver, and derive the worst-case performance of the associated bound on the optimal solution value. We also show which is the contribution of each inequality to this bound. Our analysis provides a general framework to unify and generalize some results previously presented in the literature, often leading to simpler proofs, and should be taken into account whenever one considers the possibility of using the formulations addressed.
Introduction
Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulations and the associated Linear Programming (LP) relaxations are widely used within exact and heuristic algorithms for combinatorial optimization problems. In some cases it is possible to characterize the structure of optimal solutions of LP relaxations, so as to solve them without resorting to general-purpose LP solvers. Also, one sometimes can estimate the worst-case performance of the bound provided by the LP relaxation with respect to the optimal solution value, and/or determine which is the LP bound improvement that can be achieved by the addition of valid inequalities. In this paper we discuss these issues for some ILP formulations of a wide class of partitioning problems, which includes vertex (and hence edge) coloring and bin packing. The properties we derive generalize some results previously presented in the literature, often leading to simpler proofs, and should be taken into account whenever one considers the possibility of using the formulations addressed.
We consider the ILP min n X i=1 y i (1) subject to n X i=1 x ij = 1; j = 1; : : :; n (2) n X j=1 a lj x ij y i ; i = 1; : : :; n; l = 1; : : :; p (3) 0 x ij y i 1; i; j = 1; : : :; n (4) x ij ; y i integer; i; j = 1; : : :; n (5) where A = (a lj ) is a p n rational matrix. Special cases of the above ILP are often found in the literature, as (1)- (5) can be used to model the general problem of partitioning a set of n elements f1; : : :; ng into the minimum number of feasible subsets, a subset S f1; : : :; ng being feasible if P j2S a lj 1 for l = 1; : : :; p. Let S be the family of the feasible subsets, and let Q S := convfz 2 f0; 1g n : P n j=1 a lj z j 1 for l = 1; : : :; pg denote the convex hull of the incidence vectors of the elements in S. We restrict ourselves to the case of a lj 0 for j = 1; : : :; n; l = 1; : : :; p, i.e. given any feasible subset S 2 S, every S 0 S is feasible. Notice that in this case every nondominated inequality valid for Q S which is not a nonnegativity constraint can be written in the form P n j=1 j z j 1, where j 0 for j = 1; : : :; n. Finally, we assume without loss of generality a lj 1 for j = 1; : : :; n; l = 1; : : :; p, i.e. each singleton fjg is feasible.
The incompatibilty graph associated with the above model is an undirected graph where vertices correspond to elements of f1; : : :; ng and there is an edge joining vertices j and k if and only if a lj + a lk > 1 for some l 2 f1; : : :; pg, i.e. no subset containing both elements j and k is feasible.
This general partitioning problem has been called p-Dimensional Vector Packing Problem in 3], as it is a generalization of the well-known Bin Packing Problem (BPP), which arises for p = 1. Given n items, the j-th having a positive weight w j , BPP calls for packing the items in the minimum number of bins having weight capacity c. In this case, the feasible subsets correspond to the solutions of the Knapsack Problem de ned by the weigths (w 1 ; : : :; w n ) and the knapsack capacity c. Assuming without loss of generality c = 1 and w j 1 for j = 1; : : :; n, BPP can be modeled as (1)- (5) with p := 1 by de ning a 1j := w j for j = 1; : : :; n.
Another special case of the problem is the Vertex Coloring Problem (VCP), arising whenever all entries of A are in f0; 1g. Given an undirected graph G = (V; E), VCP calls for coloring the vertices in V with the minimum number of colors in such a way that vertices joined by an edge in E are assigned di erent colors. Here the feasible subsets are the Stable Sets of G, corresponding to vertex subsets S V such that no edge in E joins two vertices in S. VCP is modeled by (1)-(5) whenever n = jV j and the corresponding incompatibility graph coincides with G. For instance, one can de ne p := jEj and, for j = 1; : : :; n; l = 1; : : :; p, a lj := 1 if vertex j is an endpoint of the l-th edge in E, a lj := 0 otherwise.
Also the Edge Coloring Problem (ECP), being a special case of VCP, can be modeled by
(1)- (5) . Given an undirected graph G = (V; E), ECP calls for coloring the edges in E with the minimum number of colors in such a way that edges incident to a same vertex in V are assigned di erent colors. In this case the feasible subsets are the Matchings of G, which are edge subsets M E such that no vertex in V is an endpoint of two or more edges in M. The most natural formulation of ECP is obtained by setting n := jEj, p := jV j and, for j = 1; : : :; n; l = 1; : : :; p, a lj := 1 if edge j is incident to the l-th vertex in V , a lj := 0 otherwise.
In this paper we show some basic properties that should be taken into account whenever the possibility of using formulation (1)- (5) is considered, discussing the relationship with other ILP formulations and extending the results to related problems. a lj : (6) Proof. For any l 2 f1; : : :; pg, by summing-up the inequalities (3) corresponding to index l and using equations (2), one has P n i=1 y i P n j=1 a lj , therefore every feasible solution of (1)- (4) has value at least . The above-de ned (x ; y ) has value and is easily checked to be feasible. 2
Proofs of this proposition for the BPP case can be found in 11] and 13]. The above proposition implies, for example, that with the formulations given in the previous section for BPP, VCP and ECP, the lower bound value obtained by solving the LP relaxation is P n j=1 w j , 2, and the maximum degree of a vertex, respectively.
We observe that the LP solution of Proposition 1 is not basic in general. In fact, it is not di cult to get an optimal basic solution for p 2, whereas in the general case we do not know how to get one easily. x 0 ij := 0 for i = d e + 1; : : :; n; j = 1; : : :; n It is well known that the solution of the LP relaxation (1)- (4) often provides a weak lower bound, due to the symmetry of the formulation. This empirical observation is partially formalized in the following result. The worst-case performance of a lower bound for a minimization problem is de ned as the in mum over all the instances of the ratio between the lower bound and the optimal solution value.
Proposition 2 The worst-case performance of lower bound d e is 1=(p + 1). Proof. The solution given in (7) shows that there exists a feasible solution of the system m X i=1 x ij = 1; j = 1; : : :; n (8) n X j=1 a lj x ij 1; i = 1; : : :; m; l = 1; : : :; p (9) x ij 0; i = 1; : : :; m; j = 1; : : :; n (10) A = 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 + ; a lj = 2 ; for r = 2; : : :; p; j = rs + 1; : : :; (r + 1)s; l = 2; : : :; p; l 6 = r, a 1j = 0; a rj = 1 ? ; a lj = 2 . For these instances, the optimal solution value equals (p+1)s, since all the elements are pairwise incompatible, whereas, according to Proposition 1 and the de nition of , the solution of the LP is s + 1. Therefore the ratio is 1=(p + 1) + 1=((p + 1)s), which converges to 1=(p + 1) as s tends to in nity. 2 A proof of the above result for the BPP case can be found in 11].
As the lower bound provided by the LP relaxation (1)-(4) can be rather weak, one may wonder if it is possible to strengthen this relaxation by means of additional valid inequalities following a cutting-plane approach to the problem.
Constraints (2), (4) and (5) de ne the set of feasible solutions of the Uncapacitated Facility Location Problem (UFLP). A possible strengthening of the LP relaxation (1)- (4) is then obtained by adding inequalities valid for UFLP. In fact, it is easy to see that by adding any set of such inequalities, the lower bound obtained does not exceed d e. Proposition 3 The optimal value of the LP relaxation de ned by (1)- (4) and by any set of inequalities valid for UFLP is at most d e. Proof. Let (x 0 ; y 0 ) be de ned as in (7). (x 0 ; y 0 ) clearly satis es (2)- (4) Another strengthening of the LP relaxation (1)-(4) consists of adding to (3) inequalities of the form n X j=1 j x ij y i ; i = 1; : : :; n; (11) where P n j=1 j z j 1 is valid for Q S . For example, one can consider clique or odd hole inequalities for the stable set problem in the VCP case, cover inequalities for the knapsack problem in the BPP case, and blossom inequalities for the matching problem in the ECP case; see e.g. 12] for the de nition of these inequalities. It is immediate to observe that the above results remain valid for the new relaxation.
Remark 1 By adding any set of inequalities (11) to (3), the structure of the formulation is clearly unchanged, and Propositions 1 and 3 still apply.
On the one hand, the above remark suggests that, even if new inequalities of the form (11) are added to the initial relaxation, the strengthened LP relaxation need not be solved by an LP solver. This is a consequence of the fact that the addition of these inequalities preserves the symmetry of the formulation. On the other hand, it is possible to estimate which is the lower bound which can be achieved by adding speci c classes of inequalities, in the spirit of the work of Goemans for the Traveling Salesman Problem 5] and Goemans and Hall for the Acyclic Subgraph Problem 6]. For VCP, (nonlifted) odd hole inequalities will not provide a lower bound larger than 3, as the sum of the left-hand-side coe cients is always strictly less than 3, if the right-hand-side has been normalized to 1, whereas the best lower bound obtainable by using clique inequalities corresponds to the cardinality of a maximum clique, if the inequalities associated with such a clique are imposed. For BPP, the (nonlifted) cover inequalities will not be helpful, as the sum of the left-hand-side coe cients is always strictly less than 1. For ECP, blossom inequalities for the matching problem read X e2E(U)
x e jUj ? 1
(12)
where U is a vertex subset of odd cardinality and E(U) is the set of edges with both endpoints in U. Let (v) denote the set of edges incident to vertex v 2 V . The lower bound provided by the LP de ned by (1)-(4) and by inequalities (11) derived from (12) for a family U of vertex subsets of odd cardinality is therefore max n max v2V j (v)j; max U2U 2jE(U )j jUj?1 o . This latter result was proved in 9] in a much more involved way.
Relationship with alternative ILP formulations
In order to get the best possible lower bound from the addition of inequalities (11), one is interested in nding an inequality P n j=1 j z j 1 valid for Q S and with largest sum of lefthand-side coe cients. This amounts to solving the following LP max n X j=1 j (13) subject to X j2S j 1 ; S 2 S (14) j 0; j = 1; : : :; n:
(15) The dual of (13) (18) which is the LP relaxation of an alternative formulation of the original problem, containing one variable for each (maximal) feasible subset S 2 S. This latter relaxation is strongly NP-hard in general, but pseudo-polynomially solvable for xed p and polynomially solvable for some relevant special cases as ECP. Anyway, the use of this relaxation turns out to be e ective in many practical cases, when it is solved by using column generation techniques, see the survey by Barnhart, Johnson, Nemhauser, Savelsbergh and Vance 1] . From Proposition 1 and the above discussion, we get an alternative, very simple, proof of the following proposition, which is implied by an old result of Geo rion 4].
Proposition 4 The optimal value of the LP relaxation (1)-(4) when P n j=1 a lj z j 1 (l = 1; : : :; p) and z j 0 (j = 1; : : :; n) de ne a complete description of Q S , is equal to the optimal value of relaxation (16)-(18).
A possible way of breaking the symmetry of formulation (1)-(5) would be to x x ii = 1 for every element i in a (maximal) clique of the incompatibility graph associated with the problem, i.e. a set of vertices which are all pairwise adjacent in the graph. With these additional inequalities, only in a few cases, as in BPP or ECP for 3-regular graphs, we are still able to solve the initial LP relaxation without resorting to an LP solver.
A variant of the partitioning problem addressed above which is often found in the literature calls for nding a family of m (m given and < n) feasible subsets whose union contains as many elements as possible out of the n. The counterpart of formulation (1)- (5) (24)- (26) is a relaxation of (19)-(22). Furthermore, given an optimal solution (z ) of (24)- (26), a solution (x ) of (19)-(22) The proposition above suggests that in some cases solution of the LP (19)- (22) is trivial, whereas in other cases it can be obtained by solving a much smaller LP, having n variables and p constraints instead of mn variables and mp + n constraints.
We can also state the analogous of Proposition 2. The worst-case performance of an upper bound for a maximization problem is de ned as the supremum over all the instances of the ratio between the upper bound and the optimal solution value. Let be the optimal solution value of (19)-(22).
Proposition 6 The worst-case performance of upper bound b c is p + 1. Proof. Analogous to that of Proposition 2, but slightly more involved. In particular, let q := b c. Clearly, there exists a basic optimal solution (z ) of (24)-(26) with f, f p, fractional components. Therefore, from Proposition 5, the corresponding optimal solution (x ) of (19)- (22) is such that h, h q ? f, constraints (20) are tight at (x ). Indeed, there are f elements j for which 0 < P m i=1 x ij < 1, corresponding to the fractional components of (z ), that give an overall contribution strictly smaller than f to the objective function (19). By removing the elements j for which P m i=1 x ij = 0 and the constraints (20) which are not tight at (x ) one has that a basic feasible solution of the reduced LP (19)-(22) has at most h + mp nonzero components, i.e. at least h ? mp + f q ? mp components with value 1. This yields a feasible integer solution of value at least q ? mp. On the other hand, a feasible solution of value m can be trivially determined by selecting any family of m distinct singletons. Accordingly, the integer optimum is at least maxfq ?mp; mg, and therefore the ratio is at most q= maxfq ? mp; mg p + 1. To check the last inequality, just observe that for a given q the denominator attains its minimum for q ?mp = m, i.e. m = q=(p+1). The example of Figure 1 shows that the worst-case bound can be asymptotically attained, as for m := s + 1 the optimal value of (19)- (22) is n = (p + 1)s, whereas the integer optimum is m. 2 A proof of this result for p = 1 can be found in 8].
Related Partitioning Problems
Some partitioning problems closely related to the one addressed in the previous sections are often found in the literature. We next brie y discuss two cases, showing how some of the properties described above extend to these cases.
The rst problem is the so-called dual of (1)- (5), where the condition to be satis ed by a subset S f1; : : :; ng to be feasible is P j2S a lj 1 for l = 1; : : :; p. Clearly, this problem can be modeled as max Observe that, if the entries of A can be arbitrarily large, the worst-case performance of upper bound b c can be arbitrarily bad even for p xed. For instance, consider the case of p = 2, a 11 = a 22 = n, a 21 = a 12 = 0, and a 1j = a 2j = for j = 3; : : :; n, where 0 < < 1=(n ? 2). In this case, b c = n whereas there exists only one feasible solution which assigns all the elements to a unique set. On the other hand, we state the following conjecture.
Conjecture 1 If a lj 1 for j = 1; : : :; n; l = 1; : : :; p, the worst-case performance of upper bound b c is at most p + 1. Note that the assumption is not made without loss of generality for p 2. The above conjecture holds for p = 1, as proved in 7], and for p = 2. In these particular cases, the proof is based on our capability of constructing basic solutions of (27)-(30) with a special structure, which does not extend to higher values of p. For p 2, we also do not know any example for which the conjectured bound on the worst-case performance is (asymptotically) attained.
The second problem is the variant of (1)- (5) where the number of subsets is xed, say m, and the objective is to minimize c so that each subset S in the solution satis es P j2S a lj c for l = 1; : : :; p. For 
We can also bound the worst-case performance of lower bound !. Observe that ! cannot be rounded up as the entries of A are not assumed to be integer, and that the bound provided by LP relaxation (33)-(37) without constraint (36) has an arbitrarily bad performance even for p = 1.
Proposition 9 The worst-case performance of lower bound ! is at least 1=(p + 1). Proof. Consider a basic solution (x ) of the LP obtained from (33)-(37) by replacing the variable c by the constant ! and removing constraint (36). The number of nonzero components of (x ) is at most n+mp, and therefore at least n?mp components have value 1. This yields a feasible partitioning of the corresponding elements within the m subsets so that each subset S satis es P j2S a lj ! for l = 1; : : :; p. This partial solution can be completed by assigning the remaining elements, at most mp, to the subsets so that at most p elements are assigned to each subset. Due to constraint (36), the solution obtained in this way satis es P j2S a lj (p + 1)! for each subset S and for l = 1; : : :; p, and therefore has value at most (p + 1)!. 2 This result was proved for p = 1 in 2], where an example for which the worst-case performance is asymptotically attained is shown. On the other hand, we suspect that the worst-case performance bound may not be tight for p 2.
Conclusions
We have considered a simple ILP formulation of the problem of partitioning a set into feasible subsets, when the family of the feasible subsets is closed under inclusion. We have shown that the associated LP relaxation has an optimal solution which is trivially determined, and discussed the worst-case performance of the associated lower bound on the optimal solution value. The addition of valid inequalities for UFLP does not yield any improvement on the lower bound obtained from this relaxation, while the use of inequalities derived from the structure of the feasible subsets can strengthen this lower bound, but always leads to a trivially-solved LP. In particular, we have shown which is the contribution of each of these inequalities to the overall lower bound. This leads to a simple proof of the fact that the best lower bound obtainable with these latter inequalities equals the optimal value of the LP relaxation of a formulation with one decision variable for each (maximal) feasible subset. We have also considered the variant of the problem in which the objective is to nd a xed number of feasible subsets whose union has the largest possible cardinality, showing that the counterpart of the ILP formulation considered initially has a LP relaxation which is either trivially solved, or can be solved as a considerably smaller LP. Finally, we have shown how some of the properties illustrated extend to related partitioning problems.
Our analysis provides a general framework to unify and generalize some results previously presented in the literature, often leading to simpler proofs, and should be taken into account whenever one considers the possibility of using the formulations addressed.
